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Italy v. Haiti 
 

Yesterday I sent a few friends and family the details of my trip to Rome and Assisi in March. But 

I also noted that if the current dramatic spike in the violence, protests, and insecurity have not 

diminished by March, I might be forced to cancel the trip and stay in Haiti to be with my family, 

the kids, and the staff. 
 

When some people responded by saying they understood my not going or didn’t think I would 

actually go, I wrote back saying, “It is my experience that intense eruptions of violence and 

protests usually burn themselves out in a week, two at the most. Killing and destroying property 

is exhausting.” When I told my wife during a morning video call as she prepared breakfast for 

the ducks that I could not imagine myself sitting a beautiful piazza in Assisi sipping a cappuccino 

while there was so much barbaric violence in Haiti, she said I needed to go and must go. The 

Franciscan priest in Rome who is hosting me wrote: “Please do whatever you think is right for 

you, but do remember you really need this time for you.” 
 

In response to yesterday Journal about the killing of police and the police taking to the streets to 

protest the killing, one reader wrote: 
 

Gerry, I can't stop seeing the dear faces of the children and others you send in photos 

along with the horror images your descriptions provide. Violence is like a virus that 

spreads if not treated. How? People without hope are vulnerable and sometimes violent. 

Is prayer a vaccine for the violence? If so, why doesn't the country stabilize? Insufficient 

prayer? Need for change in our own hearts? This journal is a stab in the soul when I 

think of what you and many others face. Sending prayers, love and hope 
 

Another reader wrote: 
 

Your journals are getting harder and harder to read as Haiti strays further and further 

from any reality I can comprehend. How you continue I don’t know but we’ll continue 

to support you as best we can because you are living the expression “It is far better to 

light one candle than to curse the darkness “ 
 

A Notre Dame graduate has become a friend thanks to Joe Heil’s profile of my work in Haiti. 

He has been watching my film, Endless Exodus. Yesterday he wrote: 
 

I watched the last part of Endless Exodus last night. There is so much to say about that 

movie. I'll just leave it at another quote: "The poor have a sacramental function. They 

provide the rest of us with an opportunity to encounter the Lord who is concealed in 

them anonymously!" I love the analogy to a sacrament! Beautiful. 
 

I’m amazed that words I wrote a years ago are being fed back to me when I need to hear them.   
 

Riding the Current of Chance and Change 
 

The contemplative mind, focused on the present moment, the eternal now, is the opposite of the 

secular mindset that always asks, What is in it for me?, and How will I look good in any given situation? 

When you view things from the reality of the small self, in which you are the center of the universe, 



you will drift further away from the view of life that is presented by all the major religions. I 

cannot come closer to God with the same mindset that prompted me to deny the reality of God. 

Seeking my own personal advantage was a recipe for a life of striving for goals that left me 

unfilled and empty.  
 

While striving for upward movement, I ignored the enriching path of downward mobility 

exemplified in the selfless way of Christ. We even use prayer as a way to get something we want 

and not as way to change ourselves into a better agent of Christ’s self-emptying love. We want 

God to do what we need done. In one of my two Atheist books, I wrote that we view God as a 

“cosmic bellhop” catering to our personal needs. Our prayer is not changing our consciousness, 

our way seeing through spiritual eyes. Instead of transforming our lives, we try to manipulate 

God. Can any of say with Paul, “I live no longer not I.” The apostle had a different sense of 

himself. He was transformed. We settle for the appearance of piety.  
 

Even after eight years of service to the poor in Haiti, I still often find myself seeking my own 

advantage, my own comfort. My prayer life is too anemic to help me root out things in my life 

that are not Christ-like. Maybe that is why I am going to Rome and Assisi in March and to a 

Trappist monastery in the Rocky Mountains of Colorado in July. I need to recenter my spiritual 

life. In Haiti I am consumed by meeting the physical needs of the children and staff in the face of 

barbaric violence and constant mayhem and turmoil that exists beyond the walls of Santa Chiara. 

I need more than reading Merton and listening to Richard Rohr to satisfy my longing for God. I 

got the action part of their message down, but the contemplation part needs a lot of improvement.    
 

As I write these words, I keep pausing to glance at a small icon of Jesus Christ the Pantocrator. It 

calms my restless, confused spirit. Pantocrator is the Greek translation of the Hebrew title El 

Shaddai, meaning "all powerful,” which has evolved (or devolved) to mean “All-Ruler.” This icon 

shows Christ as Creator, Savior, and Judge. He looks right at us in compassion, but demanding a 

response. His hand is raised in blessing. He holds the book of the Gospels, the good news of 

transformation for all who will receive Him.  
 

 


